
SUMMIT Resin top ledges and super sturdy steel uprights are 
the key to this pool's incredible endurance. The 
Summit's high-impact resin is extremely resilient and 
100% non-corrosive, so it will not chip or discolor. In 
addition, steel provides unparalleled strength and 
durability. With this advanced technology, the 
Summit is sure to stand the test of time...and to keep 
looking great!

RESIN TOP LEDGES  7"

Top ledges offer a perfect 
look and an outstanding 
rigidity.

LEDGE COVERS

Sturdy two-piece duraflex
filled resin ledge covers. WALL

The Summit wall matches
the grey color of the pool
structure.

STABILIZERS & BOTTOM RAILS

Steel Stabilizers safely secure the
liner into position and stabilize the
wall. Steel Bottom rails helps to 
lock the wall into place and permits
stability despite ground changes.

UPRIGHTS    

Sturdy steel uprights, 
smooth design and
incredible endurance.

BUTTRESS OVAL
SUPPORT SYSTEM

A structurally simplified 
design with superior strength
and durability.

Your above ground pool has been designed to provide you with years of safe family fun. This entails that water safety must always be taken into account. When used incorrectly, your above ground 
swimming pool can be dangerous; above ground pools are shallow, and this makes diving and jumping unsafe. To ensure your above ground pool is used safely you must observe the safety precautions 
that are provided to you when you purchase an above ground pool and conform to all local regulations. The dimensions, weights, illustrations and other specifications may not be exact as shown and are 
approximate. The company reserves the right to modify and/or discontinue without notification any feature in any pool model. © Copyright 2015 • 02/15  INHSUM0215
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12 x 24 | 15 x 30 | 18 x 33 

Enhance your garden's colorful look with an extra splash 
of blue. Surrounded by the glorious greenery of 
summer and a rainbow of flowers, the intense, enchant-
ing blue from the water of your very own pool will 
beckon you like the sea. That hazy, lazy beach feeling is 
right at your back door.
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